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EXPLANATORY MEMORANDID~ 
This proposal for a Diroc~ive falls within the context of the Community 
type-approval procedure for wheeled agricultural or forestr,y tractors 
which was the subject of Council Directive 74/150/EEC of 4 March 1974 (1). 
This proposal concerns the approximation of the laws of the Member States 
relating to the measures to be taken against the emission of pollutants from 
compression-ignition engines (diesel engines) for use in such tractors. 
Such measures have proved necessar,y beoause these tractors represent an 
increasing proportion of road traffic in rural areas of the Community. 
As a rule, there is no appreciable difference between the mode of opera-
tion of diesel engines in tractors used on the roads and that of commercial 
vehicles fitted with the same type of engine. ConseqUently; as f~r as the 
emission of pollutants is concerned, the Commissibn considers it advisable 
in principle that tractor engines be made subject to the tests and limitations 
already applicable to motor vehicles ·under Council Directive 72/306/'I!'IFC of 
2 August 1972 (2). Such a measure would have the advantage of ensuring fair 
treatment for all diesel-engined vehicles travelling on the roads and of 
simplifying the task of the authorities responsible for the type-approval 
and inspection of these vehicles. 
II. COI:.ilfl!NTS ON lffiE PROPOSER DIRECTIVE 
This proposed Directive is limited in scope to wheeled agricultural or 
forestry tractors which have a. mo.ximum design speed of between 6 and 25 km/h 
(Article 1). 
{1) o.J. N° L 84, 28 ltarch 1974, p. 10. 
(a) o.J. N° L 190, 20 August 1972. 
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The purpose of Article 2 .is to integrate into the EEC type-approval 
procedure the requirements ·relating 't'O' t.he emission of pollutants 
from diesel engines used in these trn.otors. 
Since certain l~ember States have no na.tiona.l type-approval procedure at 
pres~nt, ~~ is necessary to l.,.~?wn provisi.?~s for ensuring tho use· in those 
States of. v~hicles complying witQ. t_he requirements of .the _Direotiye 
. . 
(Article 3) (*). 
In the event of modifications to the prototyp_e, the Member .state conducting 
the. type-approval must 'be in a. poai tion to assess w.~~ther new t.~sts are 
.. 
necessary (Artiole 4)• 
Article 5. l~s -down the procedure for the adaptation to technical progress 
. - . ' ' . 
o~ the provisions of the annexes (see also Article 13 of ~9unoil Directive 
74/150/EF£ of 4 l.ia.rch 1974 on the. type-approvl3ol of wheeled ~icultura.l or 
' . . ' ' ~ . 
forestr,y tractor•}· 
' ' ' . 
. Article 6 l~s down two_ ti~~~imits •. ~eto;r:e. :~he expiry of the ft;E;"~t., . 
).~ember States are required ~o adopt and publish the me~s necessary· to 
. . . . . - ' ' 
comply with the Directive. The second timo-limit fixes- the da.te on which 
all l:I~mber -sta.t~s ~st. si11111lta.neousl,y ~~p~ the commo~ ~les (Articl.e 6,§ 1). 
. - ' - ' . 
La.stly, the Commission must be given reasonable n.otice of ezry draft 
provisions formulated by the 'uember States in the field covered by the 
Directive; this will ena.ble the Commission to put forward any observations 
on the draft concerned (Article 6 § 2). 
(*) OJ N° L 73, 27 l:la.roh 1972 t "Documents oonceming the a.coessioh 'to 
the Euro~a.n Communities of the Kingdom of Denmark, Ireland and the 
United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland". Act concerning 
the Conditions of Accession and the Adjustments to the Trea.ties....-
Annex I, Title X. 
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The technical annexes set out tho nooessary definitions, the procedure for 
applying for EEC type-approval, the test specifications and d~scriptions 
and the limits to be observed in respect of the opacity of the smoke 
emitted during the test under ste~-state operating conditions. 
Deeirous of taking into account the specific dit'ferences peculiar to the 
operation of tractor diesel engines in road traffic conditions, the 
Commission, in agreement with the experts of the ~vorking Party on Tractors 
and Agricultural 11achinery, considers it advisable to make a number of 
chances in the above mentioned test with respect to the test prescribed in 
the Directive on motor vehicles (74/306/EEC). Accordingly, the test is 
required to be carried out at 8~~ of the maximum engine load in the ·case 
of tractors, instead of under full load as in that of motor vehicles. 
Furthermore, the lower limit of the range of speeds to be employed must 
be the speed at which the engine develops its maximum torque in the case 
.of tractors,. in,stead. of .45% of the engine speed corresponding to, .. ma,ximum 
power as in the c~se of motor vehicle~. 
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CONsuLTATION OF THE EUROPEAN PAP..LIAHI!NT AND THE IDONOM.IC AND SOCIAL COMl.IITTEw.- i 
In accordance with the provisions· of'·.Artiole·'loo (§ 2) of the EJOO .. Treaty, 
tho Opinions of :these tJo bOdies niust· be sought~ 
~I • 
· . 
. ... 
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COUNCIL 
'council Directive 
'·on the appl'OXimati.on· of the 1-a.ws .(Yf the Member· States· relating· to the 
mea.~e~_to be.taken against the emission of pollutants from diesel entines 
.. for use in tractors . 
. ,. 
----------------------------------------------~----------------· 
. THE C~IL QF THE EUROPEAN_ GOI·ltruNims f ., 
Having reg9.ro to the Treaty' establishing the European Econoniic Community; 
a.nd in p~'rtiaular ·Article 100' thereof; " ' · 
Having· r&gard to the proposal. from the· Commissioni 
Having rega.fd to the Opinion of the European Parliament; 
Having regard: to the Opinion of the Economic and Social COllliili ttee: 
Whereas the technioa.l requirements which tractors must satisfy in aec«t'de.l1oe 
wl th na.til>Ml law !'elAte, :iftt.- al1at to the emissimt of po11utaata tron 
tUeael eaglnea for ue·tn ti'e.otora; 
Whereas these requirements differ from one Member State to another; wheret'.S 
1 t is the~fore neoessa.ry that all the Uember States adopt the same require-
ments, either in addition to or in place of their eXisting-rules, in ~rder 
to allow the ElOO 'type ap,.ova;l. pHoGdv• whtreh. waa the nbjaot 
ot Col:mc11 DlHOtS:ve. JTo 74/t;o/CEE ot 4 _.March .t9r4 on the .appr~xtmation 
of the laws of the Member States relating to the type approval of a€:,"1'ioul tu-
ral tractors a.nd machinery (1) to be applied in respect of' each type of 
t~tors; 
Whereas the approximation of national laws relating to tractors entails 
reciprocal recognition by Member States of tbe teet•·· carried out by each 
of them on the ba.sis of oomnmn requirements; whereas, in ordftl to wotte ;poperly 
ne a cvat~ ilrtolTea the- a.pplioati'Oll·of theM requk-ementa by all :hill~ 
S'kte• 1d. th effect frcm the same date, 
... ; ... 
(1) o.J. n° L 84 of 28/3/1974, P• 10 
• 
(. 
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• 
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HAS ADOPTED THIS DIRECTIVE : 
Art i:;.;:c-..1 e::;...::,1 
1. "A,::;ricul tural or forestry tractort1 means axry motor vehicle fitted with 
wheels or cate:L"'-pillar tracks,, having at least t~ro axles, the main function 
of which lies in ita tractive power and which is specially designed to tow, 
push; carry or power certain'too1s, machiner,y or trailers intended for agric-
ul turai or forestry use. '·It may be-. ~quipped to· carr,y a. load and pass~ngers. 
2. This Directive Shall apply only to tractors defined in the preceding 
paragraph which are fitted with pneumatic tyres and which have two axles and 
a. maximum design speed between 6 and 25 kilometres per hour. 
Article 2 
No Iviembe:: State may refuse to grant EEC type-apP»>'f'al 01' :aa:U.OM) 
type-.apprcval of a tractor cm thG ~cnmd that pollutaz&ta ut ami tted by the 
diesel ·engine mioh drtvea tho motor. it the tre.ct~r aatisa~iu the requb.,ents 
la'-4 down m_.bnexes I, II, m, .JY·a.nd· V·I • 
.: Article) 
No Member State may refuse' ~lte reatetration t1tt may prohlbit. the sale, 
entry tnt0 sel'rloe or uM ot atzy -t.roaoto:tt on the ~O&Uid that pollut&nta 11»:11 · 
emitted by tlw n~sel 4Jne,ine w1o~ drl"Ve& the traotor if the tractor satisfies 
tha zoaquiJ"em¢nta 414 dow !Ji .. Annexes·--t;· II, III,· IV a.nd VI. 
Article 4 
The Member State which has granted type approval shall take the neces-
ea.r,y measures to ensure that it is informed of any modification of a part or 
characteristic referred to in item 2.2 of Annex I. The competent authorities 
of that State shall determine ~eth81' · tresh testa should be carried 0\tt 
on the modified tractor and a fresh report drawn up. Where .uch teats reveal a 
failure to comply with the req,uirtm91lts ot tb:ls Directivet the mOdl1'icat1oJt 
shall not be approved. 
..; .. 
'~ 
;-. 3. ... -
~ . ' - .... •: 
Article 5 
, WI 
The amendm~ts necessary :to .a.dal'i- th• pMrialcu of ~e«ee I to X 
' ' it' • - ' ' • 
of' t~t• :»iHo·Uv• ~o take~ O't. teMzdoal PJ'08fell• •hall be 84op\e4 111 
accordance with the procedure laid down in ~icle 13 of ~1 ~ttve ~ 
74/150/EEC' of 4 lt1a.Mb. 1~~ ... 
Article 6 
~ . .. . .. 
provisions necessa.:t,'y to comply with this Directive and sh:all f'OI'thwf!th. 
inform the Commission thereof. 
.... ' ' . 
J • ' •. 
.. Th~ sha*l mpl.eo.• ~· ,JIItOV'!Bicma ~~tll·etfeot. hom 1 Ap~l. 1978 •. ·:. 
~ . ' ' ' . ... . . . 
2. Uter notit'1.41.ti4». r4 thta ~., -~ Stateoe shall .i .. · et.P. · · 
to intot'tl tba Ca:rminiODt in aufftdcmt ~ 'lc. it io makll ofli'JmeDte, ot a.n;y 
~t laa1 t-egultdi~ Oil" a.i!mildstrat.~"';Pl'oft.aiona lall!ch they 1Dta1,. to - . 
adopt . ia the field o0!"1'ei blr tq."' D~otbe. 
. ' ~ . ' . 
. I ,-. 1'- .,... .. •. ' .. ,, .. · 
, . . . 
'J• r, 0 .... 
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This Directive is addressed to the Member States. 
,. 
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• 
' 
(1.) 
ANNEX I (1) 
.,. 
DEWDHTIONS, APPLICATION FOR EEC TYPE .<\PPROVAL, SYMBOL OF THE 
COPJmCTED ABSOHPTION COEFFICIEN'f, SPECIFICATIONS AND TESTS AND 
CONFORMITY OF PRODUCTION 
2. DEFINITIONS 
For the purposes of this Directive 
tractor type as regards the limitation of the emission of pollutants 
from the engine' means tractors which do not differ in suah essen~ial 
respects as the tractor and engine characteristics defined in Annex II; 
'Diesel- engine' meons an engine which works on the compression-ignition 
p:dn?iple; ··· 
·'Cold-start·device' means a device which by its operation temporarily 
increases the amount of fuel supplied to the engine and is intended 
to facilitate the starting of the engi~e; · 
1 0pacimeter~means an instrument for continuous measurement of the 
absorption coefficients· or· the lit;ht 'b;j the exhaust gases en\i tted 
by tractors. . ·. 
. . 
3• APPLICATION FOR EEC TYPE .1\PPROVAL 
3.1. The c.pplicn:tion for approval Illtlst be submitted by tlie tractor manu-. 
facturer or by his duly accredited representative. 
;. 
3.2. It must be .accompanied by the und~rmentioned documents in triplicate 
and the following parti-culars : ·' · 
3.2.1. a description of the engine ~ypo including all the particulars 
referred to in Annex II; 
3~2.2 •. d.rawinss of the combustion chamber and of· the upper face ,o:( .. the piston. 
(1) 
,•1 • 
. . ; .. 
The subdivision into uoints of the .:Annexes to. this Di·~~ctiv~~ Hi: the same 
as that of the Council Directive 72/306/EEC o'r the 2 August 1972 on the 
approximation of lavlS of the Member states relating to the measures to be 
taken against the emission of ~ollutants from diesel engines for use in 
vehicles (o.J. n° L 190 of 20;8/1972). 
An engine and the equipment prescri'Qed ~ Annex II to the Regulation 
for fitting to the tractor to be approved shall be submitted to the 
technical service conducting th~:approval tests defined in item 5• 
However, if the manufacturer so requests a.nd the teolm·ical service 
conducting the approval tests agrees, a test ~ be carried out on 
a tractor representative~f the tractor type to.be ~pp~ve~· 
3bis EEC TYPE APPROVAL 
A certificate conforming to that shown in .Annex X shall be attached 
to the EEC type approval certificate. 
4• SlMBOL OF THE CORRECTED ABSORPTI<If COEFFICimT 
(4.1.) 
(4.2.) 
(4·3·)'. .. 
To every tractor conforming to a. tro.ctor type approved ·tmder this 
ij~ation there shall ~e affixed, con~icuously ~d in a reapily 
aocessi ble place specified in the Annex to the t;Ype ,approval f~erti'tr­
cate shown· in Annex X, a symbol being a. rectangle surrounding a 
figure ex:pre.ssing in m"'1. the corrected absorotion coefficie%1-\ obtained, 
at the time. of approval, during the. test U:nd.ei- free a.co.eleration, ~· 
determined at the time ot approval by the method descrl:be~· 'in item 
3.2. of Annex IV. · 
4•5 · The symbol'must. be 'o:i.e~ly .·legible and indelible~ 
' . " ~ ~ . . 
... ,. 
.:. 
4.6. Annex IX gives a.:n example of the symbol • 
. . SPECIFICATIONS .AND TESTS 
' . 
' .. 
· ,.a... Specifications concerning col~":"start devices. 
·~ ... . . 
5.2.1. The cold-start device shall be so designed and constructed that it 
• r ,cap-not be brought into or kept in action tlhen the engine is running 
normally. 
5·2·~· The provisions of item 5.2.1. above· shall not ·ap-ply.- i.'f~a.t . ..:leaut . -one . 
. of t~e following conditions is me.t :, .! ,· 
'• ' 
.. 
.. 
) . ' ... :· .. 
. . : 
. ·. -. .... 
••I•• 
.. 
Annex I, page 3 
5.2.2.1.The light absorption coefficient of the gases emitted b,y the engine 
at steady speeds when measured by the method described in 4Dnex III 
with the cold-start device operating is within the limits prescribed 
in Annex VI • 
5.2.2.2.Keeping the cold-start device in operation causes the engine to stop 
within a reasonable time. 
5,3. Specifications concerning the emission of pollutants 
5.3.1. The emission of pollutants by the tractor type submitted for approval 
shall be measured by the two methods described in Annexes III and IV, 
relating respectively to tests at stea~ speeds and to tests under 
free acceleration (1). 
5.3.2. The emission of pollutants, as measured b,y the method described in 
Annex III, shall not exce~d the limits prescribed in Annex VI. 
5·3•3• In the case of engines with an exhaust-driven supercharger the absorption 
coefficient mea.su.;.~ed under free acceleration shall not exceed the 
limit prescribed in Annex VI for the nominal flow value corresponding 
to the maximum absorption coefficient measured during the tests at 
steady speeds, plus 0,5 m-1. 
5•4• Equ.iyalent measuring instruments shall be allowed. If an inst:rumen~ • 
other than those described in Annex VII is used, proof of its equi~ 
valence for ~he enbine considered shall be required. 
(6.) 
.. ; .. 
(1) A test under free acceleration shall be carried out, especially in order 
to provide a. reference fi&'11.I'O for administrations 1rrhich use this method 
to check vehicles in usc. 
)0 
~ ' . 
Annex I, page 4 
. '· 
CONFOIUUTY oF. PRODUCTION. . . ... . 
Every tractor in the series must conform, with regard to components 
affe,oting the emission of pollut~ts by the engine, to 'the ·tractor 
type approved. 
7•3• As a general rule conformity of the tractor with the approved type. 
as regards the emission of pollutants frQm diesel motors shall be 
verified on the basis of the description given in the Annex to ~he 
EEC approval certificate shown in lmnex X. In addition : 
7 -t3.1. · ·lJhere a check is carried out on a vehicle taken from the series, the 
·tests shall be carried out as follows : 
7•3wl.l.A tractor which has not been run in shall be subjected to the test 
· under free acceleration described in Annex IV. The vehicle shall be 
.deemed to conform to the approved type if the absorption coefficient 
determined does not exceed by more than 0,5 m-l the figure shown in 
the approval mark. · ·· 
7•3.1.2.If the figure determined in the test referred to in item 7•3•1• above 
exceeds ·by more than 0,5 m-1 the figure shown in the approval mark, 
a tractor of the type considered or: its engine. shall be . eubjected to 
the test at' steady speeds over the full-lqa4. ctirve, ·as described in 
Annex III. The emissioll levels shall not exceed the 'limits prescribed 
in Annex VI. 
... ..... ,. ........ -
~ ....... ' .... "' 
... 
.. 
.ANNEX: II 
' ' . 
ESS:i!.NTI.AL ciiARACTEa:isT:tcs 6F- THE TRACTOR AND THE maiNE .mn 
"' •INFOJ:WiATIOO' •CONCERNllfG ·THE CONDUCT OF TZS~S (:) ; 
't· 
' '. t ·~ 
I fo' • <1 • ~ • .. ., 11 I Descr1pt1on of engine 
Malee •. ~ •• ~ • • •• ,. ~ .... ~ ~ !' ~ • • • • • • • ~ • ~ ~ • • • • • ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. • 
' I • ·• '• ' . • 
. TYPe :~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • 
Cyol\~ · :; f~u:r-str~keitwO..:st~oke · ( 2) '··.: ...... ~ •••••••••••• •. • •• • •· •• ~. ~ ·~ 
::Jo~e ·~ .......... ~.·:: ••• ~i.: .. mm '; '· • 1.4~ '. 
1.5.; ·· ~. ·. Str.oke • 
.. . 
•••••••••••••••••••••• mm . . 
t • o- f ~' ,• .; ; t I • •.... • 0 ';. of< 
1.6···. 
1.7. 
1.8·.· 
Number of cylinders •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
'.·. · ... ' 3 
. C;rlinde.r ca.paci ty • • • • ••• • •• • em 
Coinpre'ssiori ratio< (3) ~ ••• ~•••••••••••••••••-••••••••••••••••••·~·.••• 
1.9,• System .of cooling ••••,•••••••••••••••••·~···~··••••••••••••••••••·~ 
1.1Qi. ·: .'Superckrgfrr; With/without (2) descriptio~ of th~ ~ystem •••!>•;•••••• _ 
. . . 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
. . ' w " • • . . • • . 
1.11. ·Air· f:il ter : diawings, o~ makes a.nd types • ••••••••••••••••••••••••• . .. '( ' ""' .. ' ~ 
..... 'll .... .. & ........ .. 
2, Additiom:Lf .. anti-smoke de,iJ.ces·(if.a.I\Y,"'a.rid if not covered by another~ 
heading) ~ ,: 
. Do~cripti~n .,qnd .,¥n.~a.J!ls 
Air intn.ke and ·t:uei' feed 
tt~·········~······························· . 
•' 'I· ..... ~ 
3.1. .. . Descr.ipt.ion .and :d:iag.Pa:ms -of -a:ir int·n.k:EfEJ <md their accessories 
(heating device, intake silencer, etc.) 
.· 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3.2. ·Fuel feed 
3.2.1. ·Feed pumi> · • ·' • ·' • .... ·' 
· · P:t>e'ssure (3) · · • .-. ~. ~ •• • ~. •• or characteristic diagram (3) ••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3.2.2. Inj~ctor ••••••••••~•••••~•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••~••••••' 
3.2.2.1.Pump . ~ .. 
3.2.2.'~i.1. · Mci.ke( s) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
3-.2.2 .• 1.2. Type(s) •.•••••••••••••••••--• .. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3·2·2~l~3.~Delivecy~;;~~·.~ 'mm3 per .stroke at pump speed of •••••• rpm (3) at 
, .~fUll .injection; or characteristic diagram (2) (3) ••••••••••••• .. • 
.lJlerition .the .method 'Used·: {)n engi·ne/on pump··t~dt ·'1:>erioli''(2) 
. . 
0 0 ~ ~· 0 ' ,. M • .... 0 . ·-, • .j. ·-· ..... 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
In the case of non-conventional engines ~d .systems, par~icula.rs .equi:valent 
to those referred to below shall be supplied by the, manufacturer. 
Strike out what does not apply. 
Specify the tolerance. 
\l 
3.2.2.1.4. 
3.2.2,1.4,1. 
3.2.2,1.4.2. 
3.2.2.2~ 
Injection ad.vanoe • , ..... •••··•·•••••. •••••• •• •••• • •••• •• • • • ••• ••• 
Inj action :ti.d.vance .'c'..u'Vo •·• , • , .••• • •, •. ··• •••••• •. •, •• , • •. • • •••••• 
. • ' ' . .· I ~ . ' ·. . ; , . 
Timing • .~· ••••.• •• • •. • •• •• ~~, .~ ~ • .... ~~. , • .;: •• • ••• • • • .;. • • ., ••• ~ .. ~ 
j ( I • ' I 
Injection piping 
3e2e2e2fl• ··Length •••••••••••••••,••••!f•••••••••••••••••~•••••••••••••••~ 
: • ~ .. .. • • 'I; ' • • t • 
3.2,2•2~2•· · Internal: -diameter· n.-••t•••!''"~··•!•··~·· ••••••••••••••••••• 
' f . < • • . • •. 
3.2·•2•3•' · · ·,Injector{ s) • • ••••••~ ••••••·•••• • •••••• •• ••••••••••••~• • .~•••••• i . . . . . ' 
3.2.2.3,1. 
3.2.2.3.2. 
3·.2•2·3~3·· 
Make( a) 
Type( s) 
················~···~····~·····~·············~········· f • . • • " • I • 
·····································~,·········~······ I . ~ ,• • ,:~ . , • 't ' " • •: • , 41. ; 
· Starting·preseure ·•·•'•••• ........ •••••• bars (2) 
. ~' 1. • . . 
or c~a.racteristic dia.~am (l.) (2)· ...... , .... ~ ••••• ~ •••••. ~ •• ;.~ • 
., . . . . ' 
Governor- . ,;_,' 
3·,-2.2.-4·•1• .,'Make( s) · ••• • •• !••• •• ~ •1f.•••·~t•• • .-.... ~·-· • • ••• •• • • •• • •••••• ·~ • ~ •······ 
·3··2-'2•4•2•· Type( s} • ••• • •·••••. • ~. ~·· f.• •, • ~· ••• ~ •• •••. •• •• , ••• •• •• • •• ·.:~ ••.• 
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Additional informn:tion on tes·~ conditions 
Lubricant used •••••••• •••• ~••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••,••~·~····· 
Make ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •••••••••••••• •••• •!'•••••••,•••,•••~· 
Type ••• •••• • • • • •• • • • ••• • •·••• •• • ••• •••••••••••••••••• • • ••• •••••• •• • (State percenta&~ of oil in mixture if lubricant and fuel mixed) 
Engine performances 
Idling speed ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• rpm (2) 
Engine speed at maximum po\·;er •. • •. • • •• • • • • • rpm ( 2) 
Power at the six points of mea~~ement referred to in item 2.1. of 
!Umex III 
Polier of the c~ine measul'ed on the test bench : indicate the standard 
followed (BSI- CUNA- DIN- GOST •· IGM- ISO- SAE, etc.){~) 
Power measured on the 111heels of the vehicle 
1. 
2~ 
Engine speed (n) 
rpm 
• ••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Measured power 
kH 
• ••••••••••••••••••••• 
•••••••••••••••••••••• 
• ••••••••••••••••••••• 
~····················· 
········~···,········· 
. .....•...... , ....... . 
Stri!ce au·~ l"lhat does not apply. 
Specify the tolerance 
ANNEX III 
TEST AT STE.lU>Y SPEEDS 
'. 
> ~ • • ... " •' .... ~ ·~ .. \' • .. . ...... :1 • 
1.1'. "·· Tllia··o:nn-ex descr11:ret' ·tlttt 1Ile'tht>d• ·o-r ·d-et·Errmimcg. emi-sswna of poUut.ants 
· ~ ·., . 1- .at: di.ffe.r.en,t .. s:t~~ .S.Pe.eds ~a~ ,8p per_ p_ent_. of t~e ~i~ lo¢. . " 
1 
. . .. . . . •. . .. ,· 
1.2. The test may be carried out either on an ~1gine or on a tractor. 
2. ~lEASUREMENT PRINCIPLE 
. . 
The opacity. of t4e e~"Q.St_ 1$<1~es produced by the engin~ srol;t be mea-
sured with the ene,'";i.ne ru.."'ltling under 80 per cent of the IJI['..Xj.mwn loa.d 
· ·and' at steady SJ)eed. Six meaBUTements ·shall be made at engine speeds 
spaced out uniformly bet1i'een thn.t corresponding to ma:ximum power and 
the highe·r of the follo"tr..ring two engine .speed~ : . 
·...: erii!ne speed corresp01-:iding ·to inaxiraum torque; and . 
- 1000 rpm. 
The-·extrem& points .of .measur.e.ment sha.ll be siiuate,d. at_ :the J.imits of 
the interval defined above. 
2~2'ti·· • .... ·I"n·-the case of .di-esel -enol'l!j_nes l'ltb.ich ~e, -f~tted~ 1-rl.th ~- a:ir supercharger 
< " • , . which,. ca.n be enga.g~d. .. ~fli ~~P: , .. ~9-.. in, w~ch engines the ~try in 'to 
· operation of the air supercharger automatical~y brings about an increase 
' ., ·'·''in -~hb' qhnntity of ftiel• injeott)d;,.the mec.surements shall be made both 
• ·~ .... .• with and without t~. sup~r~h9-!g.~f'~ J10~~ng. 
~ · · ·. ~~ For·· each' engihe speetil the' re su1 t- of· the measurement sh<:l.ll be the 
"' ....... •. · higher. of. the.. two f.~g'!lr~s .. o:b-:l;::.ine.d,~. 
. . ' . 
. . ' ~ .. -~ • ' ~ • I • " ' ' .,. ·-
., -- ..... ""· ,· .. 
).1. Tractor or engine 
3.1.1. The engine or the tractor Shall be su~mitted in good me~~ical 
condition. The e~~ne shall have been run in. 
3.1.2 •. The engine shall be tested with.the equipment described in Annex II. 
3•+•3• The settings of the engine shri.ll be those described by the m...'l.rlufo.c·· 
turer and by f.Jmex II. 
3•1•4• The ~ust device shall not hnve nny orifice through which the gases 
emitted by the enf.)1.ne might ·be diluted. 
3.1.5. The engine shn.ll be in the normal workit13' condition prescribed by the 
manufacturer. In perticulo.r, the cooling wnter and the oil shall each 
be o.t the normal temperature indicated by the manufacturer. 
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3•2• Fuel 
The fuel Shall be the reference fuel whose specifications are Biven in 
Annex v. 
3.3.1. The absolute temperature T of the lo.borato~J, expressed in Kelvin, and 
the atmospheric pressure H1 expressed in torr, shc~l be measured, and 
the factor F shall be determined b,y the formula 
F _ ( 1ZQ )0,65 ( T )0,5 
- H X 298 
3•3•2• For o. test to be recognized as valid, the factor F shall be such 
thn.t 0,98 ~ F ~ 1,02. 
3•4• Sampling and measuring apparatus 
The light-absorption coefficient of the exhaust gases shall be measured 
wi t:q on opa.cime·cer satisfying the condi tiona laid down in 4nnex VII 
and installed in oonfo1~ity with ~~ex VIII. 
4• LDIIT V llLUES 
4.1. For each of the six engine speeds at which the absorption coefficient 
is me~sured pursuant to paragraph 2.1. above, the nominal gas flow a, 
expressed in litres per second, shall be calculated b,y means of the 
following formulae : 
- for t~ro-stroke engines 
- for four·~stroke engines 
where : 
Vn 
G = bo 
Vn 
G ~120 
V is tho cylinder capacity of the engine expressed in litres; and 
n is the engine speed in revolutions per minute. 
4.2. For each engine speed the absorption coefficient of the exh~ust gaocs 
shall not exceed the limit value {!iven in the ta."'ule in !.lllllex VI. Wl1ere 
the value of the nominal flow is not one of those given in that table, 
the limit value applicable shall be obtained ~J interpolation on the 
principle of proportional parts.·· 
TmT UNDER FREID ACCELERATION 
TEsT CONDITIONS 
1.1. The test Shall be curried out on the tractor or engine Which has. 
undergone the test at steady speeds described in Annex III~ 
1.1.1 •. If the engine is tested on a bench the tes~ shall be carried out as 
soon as possible after the test for measurement of opacity at stea~ 
speeds. In particular, the cooling wnter o.nd the oil shnll be at the 
normal temperatures indicated by the manufacturer. 
1.1.2. If the test is carried out on a stationary tractor, the engine shall 
first be brought to normal. operating condition by a rood run. The 
~est shall be carried out as soon as possible after cowpletion of 
the roa.d. run. 
1.2. The combustion chamber shall not have been cooled or fouled by a 
prolonged period of idling preceding the test. 
1.3. The test conditions described in Annex III, items 3.1., 3.2. and 3.3., 
shall apply. 
1.4. Tho conditions described in Annex III, item 3.4., with regard to the 
srunpling and me~suring apparatus shall apply~ 
2 • TEST IviETHODS 
2.1. If.the test is a bench test, the angine shall be disconnected from 
the braJ::e, the latter being replaced either by the rotating' parts 
c.ri ven lthen no gear is en;;o.ged or by a.n inertia substa.ntiol.ly equi-
vnient to that of the rotating p~ts. 
2.2. If the test is carried ou·t; on a tractor, the gea.z-..-change control shall 
be set in the neutral position and the eng'ine in gem-. 
2.3. t'li th the engine idling, the accelerotor control shall be operated 
quickly, but not violently, so as to obtain maximum delivery from the 
injection pump. This position shall be m~intained until maximum engine 
speed is reached and the governor comes into action. As soon as this 
speed is reached the accelerator shnll be released until the engine· 
resuoes Hs idling speed o.nd the opacimeter reverts to the correspond-
ing conditions. 
2.4. The operation described in item 2.3. above shall be repeated not less 
th..'Ul six times in order to clear the e:xhaus·t; system and to alloH for 
any necessar,y adjustment of the apparatus. The maximum opacity values 
read at each successive acceleration shall be noted until stabilized 
values are obtained. 1-:o a.ccound. shall be taken of the values read rrhile 
the en~ne is idling after each acceleration. The values read shall be 
reg~rded as stabilized when four consecutive r~adines are situated 
within a bond width of 0,25 m-1 and do not form o. decreasing sequence. 
Th~ o.bsorption coefficient ~ to be recorded shall be the ~ithmetic 
mean of ·~hese four values. 
..; .. 
• 
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2.5. Engines fitted with an air supercharger Shall be subject, where 
appropriate, to the following special requirements : 
2.5.1. In the case of engines with a.n air su:;:>ercharger which is coupled with 
or driven mechanically b~ .. the engine and is capable of being disengaged, 
two complete measurement cycles with preliminar,y accelerations shall 
be carried out, the air supercharger being engaged in one case and 
disengaged in the other. The measurement result recorded. shall be 
the higher of the two results obtained; 
2.5.2. In the case of engines with an air supercharger which can be cut out 
b,y means of a driver-operated b,ypass, the test shall be carried out 
with and without the bypass. The measurement result recorded shall 
be the hieher of the results obtained. 
3• D1~ErUUN.'I.TION OF THE CORl1ECTED VfJ.UE OF THE l'J3SOHPTION COEl!lFICimT 
3.1. Notation 
Xy,~ = vnlue of the absorption coefficient under free u.ccelero.tion 
measured as descri'hed in item 2.4. of this lillnex; 
~; cor~ecten value of the absorption coefficient under-free 
accele:;.~ation; 
SP.l = value of the absorption coefficient measured at steady opocd 
(imnex III, item 2.1.) 1·rhioh is closest to the prescrilled limit 
value corresponding to the saL1e nomi~al flow; 
value 9f the absorption coefficient (lumex III, item 4.2.) 
the nominal flovr corresponding to ·the point of measurement 
~ave the velue S • u • H' 
L • effective length of the light path in the opacimeter. 
for 
wl'lich 
3.2. When the absorption coefficients are expressed in m-1 and the effective 
length of the light path in metres, the corrected value ~ is ~ven 
by the smaller of the following two expressions : 
ST XL = ~. ~r ou XL = r'M + o,5 ~~I 
ANNEXV 
SPECIFICATIWS oF REil'E.RWCE FUEL PRESCniBED FOR lJ'PROV AL Tr:STS AND 
TO VERIFY CONFORMITY OF Pi10DUCTION 
Density 15/4°C 
Distillation 
50% 
90 % 
Final boiling point 
Cetane index 
Kinematic viscosity at 100°F 
Sulphur content 
Fla.sh-poirit 
Cloud point 
.l\.niline point 
Oorbon residue on 10 % bottoms 
Ash content 
Water content 
Copper - corrosion test a.t 100°0 
Net ca.lorifio va.l.ue 
Strong ooid number 
Limits and units 
min~ 245°C 
330 !. 10 °0 
mn:x:. 370°0 
54 :t 3 
3 :!: 0,5 cs·t 
0,4 ! 0,1 % by weight 
min. 55°0 
r.mx. - 7°C 
69 t. 5°0 
ma.x. 0,2 % by ~reight 
max.· o,c1% b.1 weight 
m..u. o,o5% by weight 
(10 250 ! 100 kca.J/kg) 
(18 450 ! 180 BTU{1b ) 
nil mg KoJV' g 
Method 
ASTM D 1298~.07 
ASTrvi D 86--67 
.f.STM D 976--66 
ASTM :P 44 5-65 
ASTril D 129-64 
ASTM D 93-71 
/!.STM D 250o-66 
.ASTM D 611-64 
ASTM D 524-64 
ASTM D 482-63 
AS'Rvi D 95-70 
.i'!.S'IT.i D 13o-.6S 
ASTM D 2-68 
(Ap. VI) 
/I.$'Pl4 1} 97 4-64 
Note : The fuel must be based only on str::dght-run distillates, hydro-
desulphurized or not, and must contain no additives. 
JThTNElC VI 
LIMIT V .ALUES l~PLICABLE IN THE TEST M STE!..DY SPEEDS 
Note : Although the above values are rounded to the nearest 0,01 or 0,005, this 
does not mean that the measurements need to be mn.de to this der;rcc of accuracy. 
.. " :~ .. 
ANNEX VII 
. CHARACTEHISTICS OF OPACIMEI'ERS 
~·- . ~ 
1. SCOPE 
' This annex defines the conditions to be met by opacimeters used in 
the tests de~cribed in Annexes III and IV. 
2 • BASIC SPECIFICATION FOR OPACIME.TERS 
2.1. The gas to be.measured shall be confined in an enclosure having a 
non--reflecting internal surface. 
· 2.2. Ifl detGrmining the- effective. length. of the. light path through the ~~' 
account shall be taken of the possible influence of devices protecting 
the light source a.nd. the photoelectric cell. 'l'his effective length 
shall be indicated on the instrument. 
2.3._ . The indicating dial of the opacimeter shall have two measuring -_soales, 
one in absolute units of light absorption from 0 to 00 (m- ) and the 
other linear from 0 to 100; both scales shall range from 0 at total 
l~.sl:t flux to full scale at complete obscuration. 
3·· COWJ:'.?.UC~ION SPECIFICATIONS 
3.1. General 
The desiJn shall be such that under steady-speed operating conditions 
the smoke chamber is filled with sooke of uniform opacity. 
3.2. Sr..oke ch . -unber and opacimeter casing 
3.2.1. The icpingement on the photoelectric cell of stray light due to 
interncl reflections or diffusion effects shall be reduced to a 
minimum (e~g. by finisliing internal surfaces in matt black and by a 
suitaole general l~out). . 
3.2.2. ~he op~ical characteristics shall be such that the combined effect of 
diffusion nnd reflection does not exceed one unit on the linear scale 
;.rhen ~he s:uoke chamber' is "fil'!ed with ~oke ha"v"ing- an absorption' 
coefficier.t_near 1,7 m-1, 
3·3• ~ijr.t source 
The light som'ce shall be an inca.nc!.escerit lamp with a colour tempe- · 
rature in the range 2.800 to 3.250 XK. 
··I •• 
.: ... ,I 
• _,., o I ' •• o I • '' 
• , J 
•• 
' 
., 
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3•4•1• The receiver shall consist of a photoelectric cell with a spectral 
response curve similar to the photopic curve of the human eye (maximum 
response in the range 550/570 nm; less than 4. per cent of that maximum 
response belovJ 430 nm and above 680 nm). 
3.4.2. The construction of the electric8l circuit, including the.indicating 
dial, shall be such that the current' output from the photoelectric 
cell is a linear function of the intensity of the light received over 
the operating-temperature range of the·photoelectric cell. 
3·5• Lleasurine scales 
3.5.1, The light-absorption coefficient k shall be calculated by the formula 
m = m • e-kL, where L is the effective le11o~h of the light path through 
0 
the gas to be measured, m the incident flux and m the emergent flux. 
o· 
~ihen the effective lenw>""th L of a type of opacimeter cannot be assessed 
directly from its geometry, the effective length L shall be determined 
- either by the method described in item 4 of this Annex; of 
- through correlation with another type of opacimeter for which the 
effective lengt~ is known. 
3.5.2. The relationship between the 0-lOC linear scn.le ahd the light absorption 
coefficient k is given by the formula 
1 ( N k = - L log0 1 - iOO') 
vJhere U is a reading on the linear scale and k the correspondi:n.g vs.lue 
of the absorption coefficient. 
3.5.3. The indicating dial of the opacimeter shall enable ~t absorption 
coefficient of 1, 7 m-1. ' · 
3.6. Setting and testing of the measuring apparatus 
3.6 .1. The electricn.l circuit of the photoelectric cell and of the i.n.d.tcn.ting 
dial ehall be ad·justable so that the pointer can be res0-t at zero Hhen 
the light flux passes through the smoke chamber filled with clean air 
or through a chamber having identical character:i.stics. 
3.6.2. vJith the lamp switched off and the electrical measuring circ'llit o:rc:4 
or short-circuited, the reading on the absorption·-coefficient s-::a.le 
shall be 00 1 and it shall remain at 00 with the measurtne circuit 
reconnected. 
..; .. ~ 
.. 
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3•6.•3• · An interme_diate ch~ck shal.l ·,be- ,c~rr.xed out. by .. pla.oing ~n the smoke 
chamber 11 screen representi~~ :,~: ga.JJ -whose kn?wn 'light-nbsorpti.:>n 
coefficient k, measure~.as described in item 3.5.1., is between 
1,6 m-1 and 1,8 m-1. The value of k must be known to within 0,025 m-1. 
T)le check. consi-sts. ip :verifying .that this value does not differ by · 
more than 0;05 m-1· from·that read on t~e opacimeter indicating dial 
when t}1,e screen is in:t·roduoed between the ·source of light· and the 
photoelectric cen. 
3•7• · Opaoimeter response 
3.7 .. 1. The respon.~;~e time O,f .the ·electrical· mea.surin& oircui t, being the · 
time necessary for the indicating dial to reach 90 .pe·r oent of 
full-scale deflection on ins~~tion of a screen fully obscuring the. 
photoelectric cellt shall -be 0,9 to-1,1 second. · 
3•7•2• The damping of the electrical measuring circuit shall ~e sucl1 that 
t~e initial overs~1ng beyond the final ate~ read~ng after. ·any 
mome~tar,r variation in input.(eog• the calibration screen) does not 
exc~ed-4 per cent of that reading in linear scale units. 
3•7•3• The response time of the opacimeter \irlch is due to p~sical ph~nomena 
in the smoke chamber ·is the =time between the begirming of the entr;1: 
of. the gas into the measuring appnratus and. the .complete filling of 
the smoke cl1amber; it shall not ex~eed 0,4 second. 
' .. ' 
' 
3•7•4• These provisions shall apply solely to opacimetera used to measure 
opaci.ty und~r free acceleration. 
3•8• Pr·essure of the ga.s to be measure D.ncl of scavenging air 
.. 
The pressure of the exhaust ~s in the -smoke chamber Shall not differ 
by more than 7 35 Pa from the atmospheric presSUre. 
The variations in the pre3sure of the gas to be measured a.nQ. of the 
scavenging air shall not cause the absorption c6efficient t~ var,y 
by more than 0,05 m-1 in the case ot a gas hav:Lng a.n ·absorption 
ooeffici'ent.of 1,7 m-1. 
'1 
The opacimeter shall be equipped 1dth appropriate devices for measur-
inc tJl,e pre~sU:X.e in the .. smok;e chamber. 
ThE? 1imi t.s Qf pressure variation of gas and ·scavenging· a.ir in the 
smoke chamber shall ·oo indicated by the manufacturer of the appa.ra.tus. 
3•9• ,T~mperature of the gas to be measured 
.,, ,'. 
· .. ; .. 
·, 0.. 
,_. 
) 
• 
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At evecy point in the smoke chamber the ga.s temperature at ~he ineta.nt 
of measurement shall be 'be,t~JCen 70°0 a.l'ld ['.. maximum temp~rature, specif-
ied by the opacimeter manufn.cturer, such that the 'rea.din..;s over this 
temperature range do not vary 'ey more ~Ghan 0,1 m-J. if·the chamber is 
filled with a gas having an absorption coefficient of.l,7 ID-1. 
The opacimeter sho.ll be equipped with appropriate devi·ces for measur-
ing the temperature in the smoke chamber .• 
EFFECTIVE LENGTH 'L' OF TEE OPACOO."'TEll 
General 
.. 
In some types of opacimeter the ,2'as between the light source and the 
photoelectric cell, or between trcmspa.rent parts protecting the source 
and the photoelectric cell, is not of constant opacity. In such cases 
the effective leng-th L shell be that of a column of gas of uniform 
opn.ci ty which gives the same absorption of light as that obtained 
when the gas is admitted in a normal way into the opa.cimeter. 
The effective length of the light path is obtained by domparing the 
reading N of the opacimeter operating normnlly with the reading N 
obtained with the opa.cimeter modified so that the test gns fills 0 
a we:t.l defined length L • 
. 0 
It vdll be necessary to talce comparative readings in quick succession 
to de·termine the correction to be made for shifts of zero. 
Methqd of assessment of L 
The test g~s shall be exhaust gas of constant opacity or a light-
absorptive gas of a eravimetric density similar to that of the 
e:x:lmus gas. 
A colucn of length L of the opacimeter, which can be fille~ uniformly 
with the test gases, 0 a.nd the ends of which are substantial:J.y at right 
angles to the light path, shall be a.ccura.tely determined. This length 
10 shall be close to the presumed effective leng~h of the opacimeter. 
The mean temperature of the test gas in the smoke chrunber shall be 
measured. 
If necessary, nn expansion taru~ of compact design and of sufficient 
capcci ty t-o damp the pulsations may be incorporated in the scmplin{~ 
line as near to the probe as possible. A cooler ~ also be fitted. 
The addition of the expansion tank and of the cooler must .not unduly 
disturb the composition of the exhaust gas. 
..; .. 
·.·. 
4e2~5-· · Tha test 'for determining the ·ef'fective length shru.l consis11 of ,passing 
·a .s.amp~e of test gas ·ta te:2tio.tely through the opa.oimeter operating · 
normo.lly and -through the same. a.pparo.tus_ modified as _indicat_ed. in 
'----item 4.1.2.· - ·> , ·. 
'. 
4•2•5•l.The opacimeter readings shall be re~orded continuously during the 
test with -a recorder whose response time _-is _equal to or shorter than 
that of the opacimeter. 
4.2.5.2.Wi th the opacimetor op~ra.ting normally, thE} readPtS" on the _lineti.:t' 
scale of opa.ci ty is N and- that of the menn gas temperliture expressed,, 
in Kelvin is T. 
4.2.5.3.t-Jith .the known -length.L filled with the same test ga.s, the reading 
, on the linear scale of 8paci ty is N ··and t~t- of. the mean gas temper-
- -- ature_ expressed in Ke~vin is. T
0
• 
0 
· · - -
4.2.6~ The effective. length will be 
,• ' 'I I 
. N 
log( 1--) 
. L = L ...1 100 
o T N 
-0 . ( 0 ) log 1 ~ 100' 
4•2•7• The ~est ~hall be repe~ted with at least four test gases g1V1ng 
·. · · reo.dings evenly spaced between the 20 o,nd 80 on- the linear soo.le •. 
' .., ' • Ill ~. 
I . 
4.2.8. The effective length L of the opa.cimeter t-rl.ll be the a.rithnetic mean 
of the effective lengths obtained as stated in item 4•6• with each· 
of the gases. · · 
.. _ 'It 
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'i.NNEX: VIII 
DlSTALLATION A:tm UJE OF THE OPACDJETER 
SCOPE 
This annex specifies the installation ~~d use of opaoimeters for the 
tests described in Annexes III and IV. 
2. SAMPLING QPACIMErER . 
2.1. Installation for steady~speed tests 
2.1.1. The ratio of the cross-sectional area of the probe to ·that of the 
exhaust pipe shall not be less than 0105• The back pressure measured 
in the exhaust pipe at the intake of the probe shall not exceed 735 Pa. 
2.1.2. The pl.:.obe shell be a tube 1.d.th on open end :facing forvro.rds in the axis 
of the exhaust pipe, or of the extension pipe if one is required. It 
shall be situated in a section where the distribution of smoke is 
appro::::imately u..~iform. To achieve this, t!le pro'be she-ll be placed 
as far downstream in the exhaust pipe as possible, or, if necessary, 
in an extension pipe so that, if D is the diameter of the exl1aust 
pipe at the outlet, the end of the probe is situated in a straight 
pm,tion at least 6 D in len.'rth upstream of the sampling point and 
3 D in length dovmstrewm. If an extension pipe is used, no air shall 
1e allowed to enter the joint. 
2.1'.3. The pressure in the exhaust pipe and the characteristics of the 
pressure drop in the saopling line shall be such that the probe 
collects a sample su1stantially equivclent to tl1at which would be 
obtained b.Y isokinetic sampling. 
2.1.4. If necess~~J, an expnnsion taru~ of co~p~ct design and of sufficient 
capacity to damp the.pulsations may be incorporated in the sampling 
line as.near to the probe as possible. A cooler may also be fitted. 
'llhe design of the expansion tank aJ?.d cooler shall not' unduly disturb 
the composition of the exhaust gas. 
2.1.5. A butterfly valve or other means of increasing the sampling pressure 
may be placed in the exhaust pipe at least three 3 D downstream from 
the samplin~ probe. 
2.1.6. The connecting pipes bct1-1een the probe, the cooling device, the expan·· 
sion tank (if required) and the opacimeter .shall be as short as . 
possible while satisfying the pressur~ and temperature reqturements 
described in Annex VII, items 3.8 and 3.9. The pipe shall be inclined 
upvm.rds from the sw.pling point to the opacimeter, c;o.nd sharp bend~., 
where soot might accumulate sh~ll be avoided. If not embodied in the 
opacimoter, a b.ypass valve shall be provided upstream. 
..; .. 
• ' • ~ >I 
2..1. 7 • A check shall be caJ:•riod out during the test to ensure thAt the 
requirements of ~~.nex VI, ite:a J.8., concerning pressure and those 
of lmnex VII, item 3.9., concerning the tempe:..·ature in the measurin~ 
chamber are observed. 
3. 
Installation for tests under free acceleration 
The ratio of the cross-sectional nrea of the probe to that of the 
exhaust pipe shall not be less than 0,05. The back pressure measured 
in the exhaust pipe at the into.ke of the probe shall not .exceed 735 Pn. 
The probe shall be a tube with a..11. open end facini forwards in the axis 
of th~ exhaust pipe, or of the extension pipe if one is required. It 
shall' be si.tuated in a section where the dist:ri bution o:f smoke is. 
approxirnatel,y uniform. To achieve this,· the probe shall be plo.ced as 
far downstream in the exl1aust pipe as possible or, if necessary, in 
an extension pipe so that, if D is the diameter of the exho.ust pipe 
at the outlet, the end of the probe is situated in a strai::;lt portion. 
at least 6 D in length upstream of the sampling point and 3 D in length 
downstreDLla If an extension pipe is used, no o.ir shall 1>e o.llo'!rred to 
enter the joint. 
The sampling system shall be such that at all engine speeds the pres·-· 
sure df ·the sample at the opacimeter is within the limits· speoified 
in Jume:x: VII, item 3.8.2. This may be checked by noting the sample 
pressure at engine idlin6 and maximum no-load speeds. Depending on 
the characteristics of the opacimeter;- control o:f sample pressure can 
be achieved by a fixed restriction or a 0utterfly valve in the e~ust 
pipe or extension pipe. Uhichever method .. is ti.sed, the· baCk pressure 
measured in the exhaust pipe at the intake of the probe_.· shal.l not 
exceed 735 Pa.. 
The pipes connecting with the opacimeter shall be as short as_possible. 
The pipe shall be inclined Up\iards from the· sampling p~int to-~ha · 
opacimete:i."t 2.3:ld sharp bends 'lrlhere soot might' accuinUlate sh...'1ll be 
.avoided. A bypass· valv:e mc.y ·be provided upstream of the ·opo.cfmeter 
to isolate it !\·om the· exhe.ust-gas flol..r ·when no t1easurement is being 
made. . ' 
FULL-FLO'il OP ACIM:En'ER ...... 
The only genor<J.l precautions to be observed in stea.dy··Speed ,~d free-· 
acceleration tests are the follow.i.n.; : ·' 
3.1. Joints tn the connecting pipes between the:exhauot 'pipe and the opao!-
meter shall .not allow air to enter from outside. · 
3.2. The pipes conn,ecting 'with th~. opo.cimeter shall be as short as possible, 
as in the case of . sampling opo.cim~ters. The pipe system· .shall be in-
clined upwards. from .the exhaust pipe to. the opac~eter,· and sharp bends 
.. ; .. 
t "' ' •• 
.. 
i\nlle:x: VIII, page 3 
Where soot might accumulate shall be avoided. A bypass valve m~r 
be provided upstream of the opo.cimeter to isolate it from the 
e::haust·-·Ja.S flow idlen no meo.suremeat is being made. 
A coolir.z WJStem m~ also be required upstream of the opacimeter. 
-
.. ~ .. 
.-.. 
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EX.'lMPLE OF THE SlMBOL OF THE CORRECTED ABSOHPTIOU COEFFIC!]}fT .. 
"' 
, 
oE:-·· 0 -) 
T 
b 
Minimum dimensions b = 5,6mm 
b 
-3 
The above symbol shows that the corrected ~bscrption coefficient is 1130 m-l. 
;,KU:illC X 
--
Name of administration 
f.N.NEX TO THEl EEC T'YPE APPROVAL CERTIFIC!.TE ON THE: EMISSION OF 
GL.SEOUS POLLUT!.NTS . BY DIESEL ENGnlES 
(Article 4 (2) and Jtic1e 10 of the Council Directive of 11 March 1974 on 
the approximation· of the laws of the Member States relating to the type 
approval of agriculturer tractors and machiner,y) 
~ . ~ 
EI~~ . T-<J.Pe App~oval Num"ber ( 1 ) ..••••••••• • •••••••.•.••••••••••• •·• • ••••• • ••••••••••• 
Registered lJumber (1) • ••• •• •·•• ••••••• •• •• •• ••••• ••. •••••• ••••••••••·••••••••··· 
1. Trade name or mark of the vehicle ••••••~••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 
2. Vehicle -type ..• · •••••• .: ••• ••• ••••. ••• •••• ••• ••• •• ••••••• ••• •••••• •••••• ; ••• 
3• Ma.nuf'ao-turer' s -n<liile and address • ••••·••••••• •••• •'•"••~·. ··••·• •••••••••••••. 
···~···················~····························;-···············~··· 
4·0·lf app1~oable, .name and address of manufacturer's representative •••••••• 
..................... ·······--........................................ · .................... . 
5• Emission levels 
5.1. At steady speeds 
! Engine speed Nominal flo>v G Limit abs~tion Me~sured absorption (rpL1) (li tres/ second) values (r ) · values '(m-1) 
: 
1. ••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••• 
··················4··················· 
2 • ••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••• ··················~··················· 
3· ••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••• 
4· •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
5· ··············~········································ .. ·······•······· 
6 • •••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
· I l 
(1} Delete whichever does not apply. 
..,,. .. ~ ... 
..oomx x, po.ge 2 
' .. 
Under f~~e acceleration 
5.2.1. l<!easured absorption value ~ ..... -•••.•••• -••••• m-1 
5.2.2. Corrected absorption value ••••••••••••••••rn-1 
6. · I-1ake a.nd type of the opa.oimeter • •••• •••• •••• •-••••• •• •••• •••.• • ••••••••• 
7. 
8. 
Engine submitted for approval tests on •••••••••••••··~··•••••••••••••• 
Technical service conducting approvnl tests ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• · ·~ ~ .. r • , ', ~. • , "' ~ . 
Date of test report issued b,y that service •••••••••••••••••••••••••••9 
·10. ' .. < • ·Number of test repo:rt- issued by that service··•···· ........ ~···•••,••••••••• 
11;· 
12~.' 
Approva];··gra.ntedf'reiused (1) 
Site -of· approval mark on -the vehicle ••• -••• ••• ·••• •••• ••••••••• •• •••••• 
' '• •'- ................................................ • ••••••••• 9 ................... . 
lJ;, • · · : l'tla.ce '• • .-.-•• •. ~ .-• ~ •• ~. •-. •••••• • • ••• ..-......... .-•• • •••• • ·• .-... • •. •··. "'•• •••• 
14•· 
'15. 
16. 
~· ' .. 
J. 
Date · •• -.-~ ..... •• ••••• .-••.• ~ ••••••• •• • • ••• ·• ••. •• •••• ~ • •• •• • •• • • • • • •• ••••• • 
Si~ture •~••'••~•••••.-•·•••••'••••••·~·•••••••••·••····•·~.-.;,:.·.-.,;•••••••• 
The following documen~ bearing the approval number shown 3bove, are' 
annexed to in communica~ion. 
1 copy of Annex II duly completed together with the drawinzs and 
diagrams referred. to . ' - . . . ~ ... r 
•••••••••••••••• photograph(s} of the engine. 
(1) Delete WhiChever does not apply. i ·-
.. 
I 
. \ 
.· ~ ' 
... •'II . 
•• • lit'\ 
-. ~ • • ' l 
' .. 
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